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Twenty of the nation's top climate scientists have sent a letter to Gov. Jerry Brown, telling

him that his plans supporting increased use of the controversial practice of hydraulic

fracturing, or "fracking," will increase pollution and run counter to his efforts to cut

California's global warming emissions.

The letter is the latest example of the increased pressure that environmentalists and others

concerned about climate change have been putting on Brown in recent months. Their

argument: The governor can't say he wants to reduce global warming while expanding fossil

fuel development in California.

"If what we're trying to do is stop using the sky

as a waste dump for our carbon pollution, and

if we're trying to transform our energy system,

the way to do that is not by expanding our

fossil fuel infrastructure," said Ken Caldeira,

an atmospheric scientist at the Carnegie

Institution for Science at Stanford University.

Caldeira signed the letter along with other

prominent climate scientists, including James

Hansen, the former head of NASA's Goddard

Institute for Space Studies; Richard Houghton,

acting president of Woods Hole Research Center in Massachusetts; and physicist Michael

Mann, a professor of meteorology at Penn State University.

The letter called for Brown to place a moratorium on fracking, as New York Gov. Andrew

Cuomo has done.

"Shale gas and tight oil development is likely to worsen climate disruption, which would

harm California's efforts to be a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions," it notes.

Last month, in response to a question from this newspaper, Brown said: "As you know, I

signed legislation that will create the most comprehensive environmental analysis of

fracking to date. It will take a year, year and a half, maybe a little longer. And I hope that all

the people, critics and supporters alike, will participate and offer their best thoughts."

On Tuesday, the Brown Administration responded to the scientists' letter in a statement:

"As the scientists note, California has among the strongest set of policies to combat climate

change in the nation. These efforts are driven by sound science and so too will the new

hydraulic fracturing regulations. ... We look forward to continuing to work with the scientific

community."

The oil industry criticized the scientists' letter.

"The authors of this letter, while clearly very respected in their fields, do not present an

accurate or realistic picture of our energy needs and our energy future," said Tupper Hull, a

spokesman for the Western States Petroleum Association in Sacramento.
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"California is going to need petroleum-based energy for a long time, even as it transitions to

a lower carbon future.''

Brown has generally won high marks from environmental groups over his 40-year political

career. He signed legislation requiring California utilities to generate 33 percent of their

electricity from solar, wind and other renewable resources by 2020, for example. Last

month, he appeared at an event in San Francisco to announce a pact with the governors of

Washington state, Oregon and the premier of British Columbia to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions.

But he has come under increasing criticism -- and public protests -- this fall from opponents

of fracking, the practice in which oil and gas companies inject water, sand and chemicals

into the ground to fracture underground rock formations and release huge amounts of fossil

fuels.

In September, Brown signed SB4, a bill by state Sen. Fran Pavley, D-Agoura Hills, that

requires companies that conduct fracking operations in California to notify all nearby

property owners, obtain a permit from the state, conduct groundwater testing and disclose

the chemicals they are using. The law takes effect in 2015. Opponents say that water

pollution and increased air and climate emissions from fracking require a moratorium,

particularly in the Monterey Shale, an area that stretches from Bakersfield to Monterey and

holds billions of dollars of shale oil that could be recovered from increased fracking.

Paul Rogers covers resources and environmental issues. Contact him at 408-920-5045.

Follow him at Twitter.com/PaulRogersSJMN (http://Twitter.com/PaulRogersSJMN)
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• Reply •

kidkeenan • 2 years ago

Thou shall not frack Jerry. It is an absolute grift to allow any permits before your year and
a half so-called EIR is completed. This is a real tragedy. Your stellar work on energy soft
paths as our first Governor will be completely undone. That makes your position a farce.
1

• Reply •

SilenceIsConsent • 2 years ago

James Geary. Clean energy isn't clean either. You might want to look under the sheet of
industrial wind and solar energy development. Photo=mercury laden coal dust polluting
the air used in processing cement that is used to make the wind turbine generator pads;
steel for the equipment from raw iron ore that must be processed causing massive air
pollution; devastation to entire bird and bat populations; human illness caused by the
noise generated by the equipment; pesticide and herbicide air pollution and water
contamination of watersheds, ponds, groundwater and aquifers for the life of the
turbines - 30 years, used to eliminate brush that can catch fire if a turbine starts on fire
from a lightening strike or malfunction explosion of the equipment or wildfire. The ground
around every single utility and transmission pole is sprayed. The group of wind turbines
in the photo are 500 feet from a spring wetland called Proctor Dry Salt Lake where
cranes, migratory ducks and a wide variety of birds touch down for 3 months every year.
Yet companies like Terragen Energy have the freaking audacity to kill thousands of them,
just for money and to get rich.

⛺

⛺

1

• Reply •

James Geary • 2 years ago

Natural gas is a bridge to nowhere. It undermines progress on clean energy and is
dangerous for our climate. http://clmtr.lt/cb/zGN0AU
2

• Reply •

nynetguy • 2 years ago> James Geary

Man, talk about group delusions. Wind power as a viable replacement for fossil
fuels?

"In 2012, the top new electricity source in the U.S. was wind power — not natural
gas." Talk about misleading horseshit. Wind power still accounts for less than
40% of all power generated in the US.
Keep dreaming.

• Reply •

C K • 2 years ago

The Voodoo scientist want Fracking to stop? Why? Fracking has nothing to do with
global warming. I suspect this has more to do with enviromentalist wacko political
agenda...

• Reply •

Eastwestcoaster • 2 years ago> C K

These scientists aren't a religious cult, they have degrees and have been in the
field for a long time. I would rather listen to them then if people who didn't have
those credentials were the authors of this letter.
2

• Reply •

C K • 2 years ago> Eastwestcoaster

You're a fool to put that much faith in scientists
1

nynetguy • 2 years ago> C K
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